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Abstract:
Academic research findings report high level of cheating in exams involving students
copying from each other. Several publications have examined means for preventing
cheating by means of exam versions, rotations of questions, and addressing social
factors. Yet one preventative aspect of exam cheating seems to be neglected and that is
exam distribution. In this paper, the authors introduce the Exam Distribution Problem
(EDP). Defining a given k versions of an exam in a classroom with n × m chairs, the
paper attempts to find the optimal distribution of exam papers such that every two
exams of the same version are at maximal distance from each other. Relevant works in
Graph-Theory are examined with simulation of Naïve Algorithm (random) and
Sequential Release Algorithm (common) for EDP are reviewed. A cost is assigned for
instances where two papers of the same version appear in direct proximity thus
associated with higher opportunity for cheating. The results showed that the Sequential
Release Algorithm did on average no better than the Random Algorithm. Using
Optimization Algorithm, the team presents a new approach, the Dichotomous
Interleaved Pairing Algorithm (DIP) that achieves minimal adjacency between two
identical exam papers and minimal risk of cheating.
Keywords: exam, distribution, EDP, graph-theory, optimization algorithms, cheating
Introduction
Exam integrity and minimizing cheating during test, quizzes, and other assessments are
problems that have been reported in both academic research and media. Many higher
educational institutions preferred method is to create several versions of the exam
assessment, and distributing these exam papers in a way that minimizes cheating.
While the team have accepted this as sufficient, the literature review shows that
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students cheating in exams have increased and opportunities for cheating remain
significantly high. In reviewing established methods in graph-theory and use of datasimulation tool, the team evaluates the risk of cheating as the cost associated with the
probability of two adjacent papers of the same version of the exam. Considering three
different algorithms, the paper evaluates the outcome of each algorithm.
Literature Review
Safeguarding exams and reducing possibilities of cheating has and remains a subject of
interest in academia [1], [2], [3]. Researchers have employed variety of methods to
detect, prevent, and/or reduce the chances of students cheating in the exams [4]. In a
survey of 232 undergraduates US students revealed that the most common cheating
method is to look at other students exam papers [5]. The same survey showed that as
much as 78% of students cheat if the opportunity is presented.
In another survey of 536 Iranian students studying at Qom University Medical
Science showed that the most common way to cheating is also looking at another
students exam paper during an exam [6]. In fact a recent study [4] showed that as much
as 50% of students have cheated during an exam. As to the motives, an extensive study
of 490 high school and university students in the state of New York [7] indicated that
students would attempt to cheat if the opportunity presented itself. In fact, the majority
of students indicated that an opportunity to cheat in an exam is considered a justified
reason to cheat. “n opportunity to cheat is also presented in another study of an
English university [8]. These findings are found to be consistent with an extensive study
that reviewed publications over a 10-year period on the subject of cheating [9]. What is
more, the authors report that the most dramatic increase in cheating over period
between 1963 and 2001 has been exam and test cheating [9].
Many of the academic publications on this subject focused on preventing
cheating by creating multiple versions as well as shuffling the questions in a way would
make cheating in an exam more difficult [1], [2], [3], [4]. None, however, could be found
that looks in details at the exam distribution methodology, especially when dealing
with multiple versions of exams in variable sized rooms.
This Exam Distribution Problem

EDP can be approached by using results

obtained from research conducted on a mathematical problem of k-colouring. The
classic k-colouring problem is defined as allocation of a colour from 1 to k to each node
in a graph such that no two adjacent nodes share the same colour [13]. The k-colouring
problem, along with many differences and simplifications, is well studied in both
computer science and mathematics [14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. Researchers have
conducted a survey of the results associated with the distance colouring of graphs [11].
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In the context the k-colouring of node resembles the EDP, with each node representing
a seat in the exam. The aim is to make sure no two versions of the same exam are
seated within proximity of each other that would provide an opportunity for students
to cheat.
A large number of work cited in [12] have suggested an application of the
distance colouring of graphs in the frequency assignment problem. The problem of
frequency assignment arises when diverse radio transmitters are functioning in a
restricted range. Transmitters that are adjacent will affect each other when they have
the similar or closely associated frequency channels. In the same context, this could be
applied to the EDP to ensure no two adjacent nodes are the same. The problem of
assigning frequencies to the different transmitters can then be reduced to a graphcolouring problem [10], [11]. The main result of the research conducted in [10] is the
discovery of a disparity between polynomial and NP-hard instances of Distance
Colouring Problem.
The typical approach observed by the team in exam distributions in the UK and
other countries is what the team term Systematic Distribution. In a typical four versions
exam of A, B, C, and D, Systematic Distribution of exams works by distributing the
exams in these sorted order: “, ”, C, D, “, ”, C, D, “, ”, C, D…etc. The rational suggests
that there would not be two identical exam versions next to each other. This also is
understood to be a better alternative to Random Distribution. Random Distribution in
this context means shuffling the exam versions and distributing them randomly. The
probability is that there would be more likely exam versions next to each other. The
Systematic Distribution is called Sequential Release Algorithm and Random
Distribution is called Naïve Algorithm.
Research Questions and Methodology
Given that most universities use four versions or less for exams, the team set out to
answer the following research questions:
1. How well does a Sequential Release Algorithm of exams score?
2. How well does a Sequential Release Algorithm of exam compare to Naïve
Algorithm of exams?
3. Which approach can produce an optimal distribution of exams?
To answer these questions, the team will seek to derive what has been suggested
as approaches in mathematics on k-colouring in graph-colouring and graph-theory.
Then apply these in simulations using Biolayout data simulation application [19]. The
simulation will be distributed across a grid of 5x6 with projection on how this approach
could be reapplied in other room formations. The team to consider Systematic
European Journal of Education Studies - Volume 2 │ Issue 1 │ 2016
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Distribution against at least ten random distributions to compare how well the
Systematic Distribution would score. Finally the team by means of reflective analysis
will propose possible alternatives to the Systematic Distribution that would minimize
the risk of cheating.
Simulation of Exam Distribution
In the context of graph-theory, EDP can be stated as following: In an examination room
there are
consists of

chairs to accommodate that exact number of students. The exam
versions of a test paper, comprising a test set , where

is the number of

exam papers. The objective is to minimize the possibility of having two students sitting
next to each other with the same version of the exam thus reducing or eliminating the
opportunity of any cheating by selecting the optimal strategy for EDP.
The cost function used in k-colouring to indicate proximity of two nodes of the
same colour will be used in the context of EDP to indicate risk of cheating. The cost
function is calculated according to the rules shown in Figure 1. The weight/cost of all
horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbour edges which connects the same version of
exam will be set at cost of one point and the edge will be highlighted red. Moreover, the
team considered EDP as a constrained graph theoretical problem. Given a connected
weighted graph G = (V, E, W), with a set of nodes V and a set of edges E and W as the
distance matrix, i.e. a cost of cheating.

1
1

1

Figure 1: Example of EDP on 4 x 3 grid
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Alternatively, simple j-distance in hops can be used as a proximity measure, as in the
distance colouring, graph-theoretic formulations. For every non-adjacent node i.e.

and

, from Figure 1, the weight/cost of cheating is set to be 0.01. This is done because
cheating is unlikely when you have an obstacle and considerable distance between
these two copies i.e. like

inserted between

and

from Figure 1.

Algorithms for EDP
We present here the various approaches we will compare for this task. The Naïve
Algorithm of exam distribution is carefully analysed in simulations against common
Sequential Algorithm method that is typically used in exam paper distributions where
versions are involved. Then an alternative algorithm the team termed Dichotomous
Interleaved Pairing Algorithm is suggested and compared to the predecessors.
Naïve Algorithm
We define naïve algorithm distribution as having no bias or structure. A random paper
version is picked and assigned to each chair. Alternatively, a random stack of paper
versions is prepared and then scattered across all (x, y) chair coordinates. This produces
intuitively high chances of neighbouring-version occurrence, although decreasing as the
number of versions k grows, see Figure 2. To obtain more accurate results the team
have perform ten random runs of naïve algorithm.
The outcomes are shown in Table 1. Where the risk of two versions of exams
being next to each other at 1 point, the result shows that the cost of ten runs of naïve
algorithm is not less than 15 or bigger than 25. The average of ten runs of Naïve
Algorithm from Table 1 is 19.8.
Number of Simulation
Results

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

23

21

18

17

19

21

15

25

24

Table 1: Ten runs of Naïve Algorithm
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Figure 2: Naive Simulation score 15

Sequential Release (common)
Here the versions are arranged in sequential order A,B,C,D, A,B,C,D, and distribute
according to the layout of the room, see Figure 3. Starting from the front left side of the
room, the versions are distributed vertically in a top-down then down-up method (a
snake-like serial distribution . In a class of just

students, this approach resulted in at

least 20 instances where two versions of the exams are found to be within proximity of
each other for an opportunity for cheating.

Figure 3: Systematic Simulation score 20
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Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing
The interleaved dichotomous-pairing system follows a grid method where, per- row,
only two versions are used out of the four. For example, using this algorithm using four
versions of an exam (A, B, C, and D), A and B versions will be used as pair and alternate
between seats for odd numbered rows while C and D versions will be used as pair and
alternate between seats for the even numbered rows. This allows for no neighbouring
versions at all, between rows or columns. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code for this
method. The simulation of Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing (DIP) Algorithm is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing

1: S1←{A,B}
2: S2←{C,D}
3: for Row r in rows do i ← column indexes.
4:

if r is an odd row then

5:

ri ←S1[i mod 2]

6:

else

7:ri ←S2[i mod 2]
Algorithm 1 Arrange-Exams Interleaved Pairing
European Journal of Education Studies - Volume 2 │ Issue 1 │ 2016
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Research Analysis
Table 2 summarizes the outcomes of three tested Algorithms from Figure 2, 3 and 4. The
results from Table 2 show that Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing method significantly
outperforms both Sequential Release and Naïve Algorithms on a tested instance. The
cost of the Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing on the tested instance is zero, given that
this algorithm ensures no adjacent exams. Moreover, this result will always be zero
regardless of the composition of a classroom. In other words, for any

and

in n × m

classroom the cost of Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing will be always the same and
equal to the lower bound, i.e. 0 (zero). To prove this, the team iterate the distribution
starting the from instance tested in the 5 row + 6 column setup (see Figure 4), by
reducing or adding any number of rows and columns, the composition/pattern holds,
and therefore the cost of cheating will not change.
The proof is in the design where the alternations of two versions of an exam will
be always a row or column away from the same pair-versions of exams. Those two
versions are permuted from

versions of the exam. To conclude, by applying

Dichotomous Interleaved Pairing on exam distribution problem, where,
of cheating in all cases is equal to 0, for any

the cost

classroom. Thus rendering the

suggested algorithm to be optimal against the Sequential Release and Naïve algorithm.
Alg/Instance

Naïve Algorithm

5x6

Sequential Release

19.8

20

Dichotomous Pairing
0

Table 2: Results of three tested approaches

Research Limitation
For all experiments the team selected the choice of four exam versions (k = 4), as is
typical in most higher education assessments but may not be the standard for all
institutions. In addition, the paper did not attempt to model the algorithms of kdistance as a significant number for hop distances greater than one: i.e., the team work
with the assumption that it is nearly impossible to cheat with non-adjacent placement of
two similar exam versions. The paper considered only adjacent nodes as prone for
cheating, which maybe disputed.
To maintain simplicity of results, the simulation experiments conducted were
limited to the Naïve and Sequential Release algorithms by typical room size although
the paper has been able to project it results on other instances. The team also did not
extensively model exam room setups that are more esoteric such as having only two
European Journal of Education Studies - Volume 2 │ Issue 1 │ 2016
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rows of chairs or indeed one row. The conditions used, the team believes, represent
enough preliminary results to show the practical applicability of this research to most
exam room scenarios with minimal additional overhead to examiners such as preparing
a larger number of versions or requesting larger rooms.
Conclusion and Further Research
In this paper, the team has been able to identify flows in what is considered the most
common method of exam distribution. The team introduced a problem not well
reported in academic publications as EDP. The team suggests an approach that would
minimize risk of cheating and minimize adjacency between two similar versions. And
while the method suggested (DIP) has been proven to be applicable in any room size,
further research is needed to consider instances where the number of versions can be
optimized below four versions demonstrated in this case study. Also further research
could look at large rooms where distances could be considered as sufficient obstacle as
opposed to having a person or a seat between versions to be the sufficient obstacle.
With increasing use of technology for exams researchers can consider how creating
infinity number of versions may compare to the results that the DIP algorithm
suggested in this paper.
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